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Tasteful Touches Emboss Resist 

     
Stamps: Tasteful Touches, Comfort & Hope, So Sentimental  Ink: Night of Navy, Gray Granite, 
Whisper White Craft   Cardstock: Early Espresso, Night of Navy, Whisper White,  
Accessories: Stampin Seal, Glue Dots, Medium Whisper White Envelopes, Stitched Nested Labels 
Dies, 2020-2022 In-Color ¼” Ribbon (Misty Moonlight), White Stampin’ Emboss Powder, Heat Tool, 
Sponge Brayers 
Measurements:      
Early Espresso card base: 4 ¼” x 11” scored and folded at 5 ½” 
Night of Navy layer: 4 1/8” x 5 3/8” – need two 
Whisper White layer: 4” x 5 ¼” – need two for greeting label: 1 ½” x 3” Ribbon: about 14 inches 
Emboss Resist technique: 
Stamp the bloom, feather, and three dots with white craft ink randomly on the card front. Random is 
best but try to stamp at least 3 of the blooms and 3 of the feathers. Fill in the space between with the 
dots. Sprinkle white embossing powder over all, tapping off the excess and blowing off the residue or 
use a soft clean brush. Heat all with heat tool. Ink up a sponge brayer with gray granite ink. Roll 
diagonally across the layer, refilling the brayer with ink and rolling until you are satisfied with the ink 
color and intensity. Switch to another sponge brayer to roll Night of Navy ink across the layer. When 
you are finishing brayering the colors, rub over the embossed images to remove excess ink. 
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Adhere layer to Night of Navy layer with Stampin’ Seal. 
Tie a bow in the center of the ribbon. Position the bow in the center of card front. Wrap ends around 
to the back of the Night of Navy layer. Secure with Stampin’ Seal. 

  
Adhere layers to card front with more Stampin’ Seal. 
Stamp greeting on white with Night of Navy ink. Stamp bloom over greeting with stamped-off Gray 
Granite. Cut with a Tasteful Labels Die. Use the Gray Granite sponge brayer to sponge the edges of 
the label. Adhere to lower card front with dimensionals. 

 
Stamp inside white layer with sentiment using Night of Navy ink. Stamp bloom behind sentiment and 
in lower left corner with stamped-off Gray Granite ink. Use Gray Granite sponge brayer to add color to 
edges of layer. Adhere to Night of Navy layer with Stampin’ Seal. Adhere inside card with Stampin’ 
Seal. 

 
 
Stamp front and flap of envelope to match card. 
 


